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WEYL GROUPS AND THE REGULARITY PROPERTIES
OF CERTAIN COMPACT LIE GROUP ACTIONS

ELDAR STRAUME

ABSTRACT. The geometric weight system of a G-manifold X (acyclic or

spherical) is the nonlinear analogue of the weight system of a linear repre-

sentation. We study the possible realization of a given G-weight pattern, via

the interaction between roots, weights and the Weyl group, together with var-

ious fixed point results of P. A. Smith type. If the orbit structure is reasonably

simple, then the G-weight pattern must in fact coincide with that of a simple

representation. This in turn implies that X is (orthogonally) modeled on the

linear G-space, e.g., with the same orbit types. In particular, complete results

in this direction are obtained for a certain family of G-manifolds, G a classi-

cal group. In this family the weight patterns are of 2-parametric type, and

it includes essentially all cases where the principal isotropy type is nontrivial.

This family also covers many cases with trivial principal isotropy type.

1. Introduction. In compact Lie transformation groups, one of the natural

problems is the study of orbit structures, namely, for a given group G and space

X one investigates how X can be made into a G-space. Then it becomes pertinent

to find some suitable invariants which, on the one hand, are sufficiently simple to

work with, but on the other hand also exert a considerable amount of control of

the orbit structure—thus making the investigation of orbit structure into a feasible

task. If X is a "classical" space, say, of acyclic, spherical or projective type, then

there are natural G-linear models to compare with; this gives rise to a comparison

principle. Roughly speaking, this expresses one's expectation that if the G-action

<p is not too complicated, then the orbit structure of the G-manifold X resembles

that of a suitable linear model to a large extent.

One of the main purposes of this paper is to add new evidence to this principle

by establishing regularity theorems for smooth actions of classical groups. The

basic tools are provided by a combination of Lie group theory with the cohomology

theory of transformation groups—in the setting of geometric weight system [4, 5,

8]. The geometric weight system of X, Yl(X), is a Weyl group invariant multiset in

the weight lattice of the maximal torus T of G—it is a generalization of the weight

system of linear G-actions in the setting of cohomology theory (cf. §3). Conversely,

such a ^-invariant multiset of weights, Yl, is called a G-weight pattern. We shall

therefore be concerned with the following two problems which naturally arise.

PROBLEM 1. Let 0 be a G-weight pattern (say, of a certain kind). If Yl is not

of linear type (i.e. Yl ̂  0(i>) for any representation $), how does one find sufficient

conditions for Yl to be realizable as Yl(X) for some G-space X?
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PROBLEM 2. If Yl(X) is reasonably simple, how much of the orbit structure is

"controlled" by Yl(X)?

We mention that Yl(X) is, indeed, known to be closely related to the orbit struc-

ture data of X, and the complexity of the latter is somehow faithfully reflected by

the complexity of Q(X) (cf. [8]). Therefore, if the orbit structure of X is rather

simple, then its weight pattern must also be quite simple. A natural simplicity

condition on Yl is given as follows. Assume G = G(n) = 0(n), U(n) or Sp(n) is

a classical group of rank > 2. A weight pattern f2 is called 2-parametric if each

w G Yl has an expression ui = (adi + b9j) (in standard coordinates). In this pa-

per we shall consider G-manifolds of acyclic or spherical type, having such weight

systems, with the additional assumption that Yl(X) contains only one W-orbit of

purely 2-parametric type. Real representations with such weight patterns are listed

in Table I below (## 1-9).

Let V($) = RN+1 (resp. SN) be the representation space (resp. its restriction

to the unit sphere) of the representation $. As a notion of linear modeling, we say

that a G-manifold X ~ Rw+1 or SN is orthogonally modeled after a linear G-space

V($) if

(1)

(i)    n(X) = n(v($))(=n(*));
(ii)     X and V($) have the same orbit types, i.e.

0(X) = 0(V(*));

(iii)    the corresponding slice representations are

equivalent.

THEOREM A. Let G be a classical compact Lie group acting differentiably on

X ~2 R +1 or SN, and assume the rational geometric weight system (cf. §3(A)),

Yl'0(X), is of 2-parametric type and, moreover, there is only one 2-parametric

W-orbit of weight pairs (±w). Then there exists a 2-parametric real representa-

tion <£ = $ + /• 1 so that

n(x) = Yi($),   np(x) = np(*),   vP,

that is, X has (integral) geometric weight system, as well as Zp-weight systems

identical to those of$. Moreover, <ï> is listed in Table I.

THEOREM B. Let G,X be as above, and assume Yl(X) = fi(<l), where $ =

$ + M and$ is one of the representations listed in Table I. Then X is orthogonally

modeled on V($) = RN+1 (resp. SN), in particular, X and V($) have the same

orbit types. Moreover, with the possible exception of model #2 or 3 in Table I, the

fixed point sets of any isotropy group H in X and V($) have the same cohomology

(mod suitable coefficients L = Z or Z2), namely

F(H,X) ~L F(H,V(è)),    V# G Û(X) = 0(V(*)).

THEOREM C. Let G = G(m) x G(n) be a product of classical groups (of the

same type), and X ~z tiN+l or SN a G-manifold. Suppose Yl'0(X) — f2ó(í>),

$ s= ipm ® ipn + ktpm + ttipn, that is, the nonzero weight system of X coincides,
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rationally at least, with that o/í> (cf. Table I). Then

(i) Yl(X) = Yl($), Ylp(X) = Ylp(è), <£> = $ + / ■ 1 for some I > 0.

(ii) X is orthogonally modeled on V($) = RN+1 or SN. Moreover, F(H,X) ~¿

F(H, V($)), VH G 0(X) = 0(V($)), where L = Z, or possibly Z2 in the orthogo-

nal group case.

The basic idea of the proofs is to analyze the "interaction" between roots and

weights. Weight patterns in the root lattice of G are somehow more tightly con-

nected with the root system, consequently the Weyl group W exerts more control

on the geometric behavior of (G, X). This control is very rigid for the weight pat-

terns in Table I. [For model #2, 3 or 10, the appropriate "Weyl group" is not W',

but these cases also fit into the scheme of our approach.]

We start in §2 by recalling some basic facts about W and its role in the under-

standing of the orbit structure of the adjoint representation Ado For each choice

of two roots, a,ß, there is associated a rank 2 group; these groups provide the

typical linkage between the roots of G. Therefore, actions of rank 2 groups natu-

rally constitute a system of pertinent substructures which are useful in analyzing

G-actions of higher rank. In particular, Coxeter group techniques (i.e., reflection

groups) are central in the proofs of the above theorems.

Our special study of rank 2 transformation groups (§4) will also be useful for

further investigation of Problem 1, since consistency relations on rank 2 weight pat-

terns also induce conditions on a general weight pattern via restrictions to different

rank 2 "sections". Finally, we mention that a general study of minimal coho-

mogeneity, 6(G), as well as minimal complexity of G-weight pattern, for acyclic

G-manifolds without fixed point is initiated in [7]. Based on [7] we now have, for

example, 16 < 6(SO(b)) < 19, 6(SU(3)) > 24, cf. §4(E).

2. W and its induced actions.

(A) Adc and subgroup structures. In the classical theory of compact connected

Lie groups, the adjoint representation of G, Ado, on its Lie algebra g is a structural

invariant of G which is obtained via the partial linearization of the noncommuta-

tivity of G. The orbit structure of Ado can be neatly described in terms of the

maximal torus theorem of E. Cartan and of the Weyl group W = N(T)/T, as

follows. From the viewpoint of transformation groups, the Cartan algebra T is

recovered as the fixed point set of T via Ado, namely T = F(T,q), and one is

led to consider the induced action of W on T—let us call this the Cartan-Weyl

representation, (W, T). The orbit structure of Ado is "encoded" into this simpler

action; the essential fact is that the principal isotropy type of Adc is (T), and every

G-orbit cuts T (orthogonally) in points which constitute a W-orbit in T, in short

(2) U U

T/W    5    g/G

More generally, the same type of "reduction" also holds for the isotropy represen-

tation of a compact symmetric space G/K.

In the above situation W acts effectively on T as a group generated by reflections,

and there is a 1-1 correspondence between isotropy types (Wx) and (Gx) such that

Wx = Wox is the Weyl group of Gx — Gx, x G T. W — Wo, regarded as a linear
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group on T, contains a reflection pa for each pair (±a) of roots. For a fixed system

of simple roots {ax,..., ar} C A(G) one obtains the corresponding simple system

{pai,...,Par} of generators of W (as Coxeter group). Any subgroup K C W is

contained in a unique smallest parabolic subgroup K of W; parabolic means that

K is conjugate to a group generated by a subset of {pQl,..., pQr}, in particular K

is a reflection subgroup.

Recall also the fundamental role of rank 2 groups, both in Coxeter group theory

and in Lie theory, cf. [2] for standard properties. Later we shall, however, elaborate

some of these facts in the setting of the Cartan-Weyl action associated with a G-

manifold, cf. (B).

Let a,ß,...,G A (G) be roots and define subtori of T

(3)      T D SaD Sa0 D Sa0^ D ■ ■■ ,    Sa = a"1,    Sa0 = (SaC\ S0)°,    etc.

Define corresponding subgroups of G:

(G'a=ZG(Sa),    G'aß = (Ga,G0),    etc.,

I Ga = G'a,    Gaß = Zo(Saß),    etc.,

where Zo(S) is the centralizer of the torus S. Note that the inclusion G'aß C

Gaß... may be strict, e.g., in Sp(n) let a = 2ÔX, ß = 262, so that G'a0 = (T,Sp(l)2)

and Ga0 = (T, Sp(2)).

The family of maximal rank connected subgroups of G (up to conjugation) is

precisely

(5) {T, GQ,..., Ga0,..., Ga01,..., G}.

Each of these groups is uniquely determined by its Weyl group, as a subgroup of

W. More generally, for any maximal rank group H one can define its Weyl group

(6) WH = \N(T) n H}/T CW,        T C H C G.

LEMMA 2.1. Who C Wh is a normal subgroup, and is generated by reflections.

H is uniquely determined by the pair (Wh , Who ), and in particular Wh/Who =

H/H°.

PROOF. Clearly H = (N(T) n H,H°) = (WH,H°), and also

"     = (Gai,Ga2, ■ ■ ■ ,ljak),

where at G {a G A(G);pa G WHo}. The statement of the lemma now follows

easily.

Not all reflection subgroups W' C W are of type Wh, H connected. It is a

standard result that isotropy groups of Ado are the centralizers of tori S, in fact,

it suffices to consider only those S of type (3). In short, we have

0(AdG) = {ZG(S); ScTof type (3)} = {Ga0...}
(7) I (6) ni

0{W, T) = {parabolic W C W}                {G'a0...}

Let G = G(n) = SO(n), SU(n) or Sp(n). The collection 0(AdG) can be read off

from Table I (by restricting to SO(n) and SU(n)). But the collection {G'aß }, (5),

is larger (unless G = SU(n)). A more precise description, as well as generalization,

of these subgroups are as follows.
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THEOREM 2.2. Let G(n) be classical, as above, and let H C G(n) be a closed

connected subgroup of rank > 1 having the same maximal torus as some G(m) C

G(n) (standard imbedding).  Then H is given by

(i) G = SU{n):   H = S[U(lx) x U(l2) x • • ■ x U(lq)}; £/t = m.

(ii) G = Sp(n):  H = Sp(*i) x • • ■ xSp(fcp) x U(lx)x • • • x U(lq); £ fc¿ + Eh = m.

(iii) G = SO(n): H = SO(kx)x- ■ -xSO(kp)xU(lx)x- ■ • x£/(/,); X>¿+2£/, <
m.

[./Voie! For 2 £ h = n, h even, there is also H' = oH, where o is the outer auto-

morphism induced by 0(n), cf. 5.1.]

PROOF. This is a calculation involving root (and weight) spaces in g, bracket

relations and representation theory. Since the case m = n is well known, the cases

(i) and (ii) are slightly simpler since we need only show H C G(m). We shall

illustrate the main idea of the proof by choosing G = SU(n).

Let S = SU (m) n T be a maximal torus of H, and suppose H <£ SU (m), m > 3.

Since

A(G)|S = A(SU(m)) + (n - m)n([pm]R)    (mod trivial),

A(H) contains some 9X G Q([p,m]n). The corresponding root space Mi = R2 lies

in 0i,m+i + • • • + 0i,„, where 0i,¿ is the root space of ±(0i - 0¿) in g. Choose a

basis vx,v2 of Mi so that [t/1,1/2] = t ^ 0 lies in the (diagonal) Lie algebra of S.

Since Vi = (aXm+x +o.x'm+2 H-) G J2j>m 0i.j> calculations will show that t must

contain off-diagonal entries ^ 0, which is a contradiction.

(B) The Cartan- Weyl action of a G-manifold. If X is a G-manifold, and XT =

F(T, X) is the fixed point set of the maximal torus T, then there is an induced

action of W on XT, called the Cartan-Weyl action. The quotient of W acting

effectively on XT is denoted by W:

(8) 1->W0->W~1*W^>1,

and a basic problem will be to calculate W (or Wo), say, in terms of the weight

system Yl(X) (defined in §3). For a given G-action ¡p the IV-action is sometimes

written <p.

(W,ip) can be analyzed by considering certain Cartan-Weyl actions (W«,^*) of

H — G* (* = string of roots = aß...). Since the weight lattice of T/S can be

regarded as a sublattice of the weight lattice of T, the root system of the semisimple

group Gt = G't/S* can be identified with A(G'J C A(G). One verifies that

(9) A(G,)j-A(G)nlQ.û. + Q./3+...,

where Z ■ a + Z ■ ß + ■ ■ ■ is the root lattice of G» • • •. Now, (9) gives the (nonzero)

weights of adjoint representations on 0',, 0*. Hence, if Z(H) denotes the center of

H, then

F(S„0) = F(Z(G,),0)=0.
U

F(Z(G'J,0)=0',.
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Similarly, we can define subactions of (G, <p, X)

■ V. = action of G, on 'X. = F{Z{G.),X),

n

(10) I  ipt = action of G* on X, = F(S.,X),

U

, <p't = action of G't on X't = F(Z(GA,X).

Assuming these actions have well defined (geometric) weight system, the analog of

(9) will be

Yl'CX )
{ Yi'(xl) \ = Yl'(X) n «

n'(x>)

Rg.

Q-a + Q-ß +

Z-a + Z-/?+-

(*=aß...),

Here RG. = (root lattice of G.) is generated by A(G) n [Q ■ a + Q_/3 + •■•].

Let (W,,lpt) be the Cartan-Weyl action of some action in (10). Then W» can be

naturally identified with a subgroup of W,

W    i    ÏF-»1
T i U (cf- (8)).
W.    -   W. -»1

(C) Topological reflection groups. In many cases to be considered in the sequel,

W acts on XT as a group generated by (topological) reflections. We refer to [3, III]

or [11] for the "well-behaved" (i.e., similar to the linear case) properties of such

groups. We shall also need the following result.

THEOREM 2.3. Let W —* W be a surjective homomorphism from the finite

Coxeter group W to a (topological) reflection group W on a (topological) space X.

Assume n maps reflections to reflections. Then it is an isomorphism if and only if

it is infective on each parabolic subgroup of rank 2.

PROOF. We know W is a Coxeter group (cf. [11, p. 434]). If pi,p2 are two

reflections in W, then there is a parabolic subgroup W2 of rank 2 containing {pi, pal-

Therefore, the theorem is a direct consequence of the proposition below.

PROPOSITION 2.4. Let W -^+ W be a surjective homomorphism between finite

Coxeter groups. Let

R = {reflections in W},    R = {reflections in W}.

Suppose 7T maps R into R injectively. Then ir is an isomorphism, more precisely,

rlzW = rkW and a simple system of generators maps onto a simple system.

PROOF OF 2.4. Let R = ir(R) c R, and observe that R satisfies

z19s (i)     R generates W,

(    ' (ii)    xRx'1 =R, VxgW.

From the general theory of (abstract) Coxeter groups it follows that (12) implies

R = R, so #i? — #i?. Using standard arguments in Coxeter group theory one

proves next that W and W also have the same rank. Now, it is easy to reduce to

the case of irreducible Coxeter groups W, W, and then it is a simple matter to check

(e.g., by classification, comparison of order) that W ~ W.
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3. Some basic tools.

(A) The geometric weight system. Let G be a compact connected Lie group, T a

maximal torus, and X an acyclic G-manifold. Then by Smith theory F(T, X) = XT

is also acyclic, and the local representation of T at an arbitrary point x G XT is

well defined—its weight system is called the geometric weight system of X (or the

action <p), and is denoted by Yl(X) (or f2(y?)). The collection of nonzero weights

(±uj) is denoted by fi'(X) [4, 5, 8]. Next, let X ~ SN be a cohomology sphere, and

so XT ~ Sr, r = N (mod 2), r > — 1. For XT ^ 0 we define the geometric weight

system as above, except that the zero weight is given multiplicity (dimXT + 1).

Finally, if X ~ Sodd and XT = 0, then the concept of weight system is still defined

if we do not distinguish between proportional weights (cf. splitting principle, [4, 5]).

This gives the rational geometric weight system, Yl'0(X), consisting of those corank

one subtori H with m(H) = [dimX^ - dimXT] > 0, called the multiplicity of H.

One may identify H with the unique pair (±cj) of primitive weights in the weight

lattice of T such that Q1 — H. We mention, however, that the integral weight

system may sometimes be well defined even if XT = 0, namely, Yl'0(X) is derivable

from a collection of weights with multiplicities, Yl'(X), whose restrictions Yl'(X)\H

give the weight systems of the local representations of all H G Yl'0 (^0 - Note that the

total multiplicity of Ylo(X) or Yl(X) equals dimX (resp. dimX + 1) if X is acyclic

(resp. spherical). Since fi'(X), Qq(X) are invariant under the natural action of the

Weyl group, we also write weight systems additively as sums of lY-orbits. Let <px

be the slice representation of Gx and S a maximal torus of Gx. Since the isotropy

representation of Gx in the tangent space of G(x) at x is rx = Ado \Gx — Adox,

one has

(3.1) Yl'(X\S) = Yl'(rx) + Yl'(<px) = A(G)\S - A(G°) + Yl'{<px).

Now, let p be a prime number and Tp = Z£ a (maximal) Zp-torus of G. Then

the system of Zp-weights, fip(X), is defined to be the Zp-weights of the local Tp-

representation at a point x € F(Tp, X) (or via the splitting principle if F(Tp, X) =

0). Technically, one can work with Zp-weight systems in a way very similar to

the "usual" case, in particular, the p-version of (3.1) holds. We refer to [4, 9] for

definition as well as applications of Zp-weights to the calculation of orbit types.

f2p(X) is invariant under the action of the Zp-Weyl group, Wp — N(Tp)/Tp; the

most important case will be p = 2.

NOTE. In general, the G-spaces involved will be acyclic or spherical (modL).

fip(X) will be defined (by Smith theory) when L — Zp; in the case of fi(X) or

fio(X) it suffices to have L = Q.

(B) Slices and isotropy groups. Here we shall combine the slice theorem with

the structure of compact Lie groups to establish the following useful theorem, and

later we briefly discuss how isotropy groups may be calculated.

THEOREM 3.2. Let K C G be compact Lie groups (K possibly finite), and Y

a connected smooth G-manifold. Let Sx denote a slice at x, and define subsets of

YK = F(K,Y)

YeK = {x;3y € Sx,Gy = K},    Y0K = {x;3y G Sx,Gy D K,G°y = K0};

and if K is a torus (p = 0) or Zp-torus (p prime)

YtK = {x; 3y G Sx, K C Gy and is maximal}.

Then YeK, Y^,YtK are closed and open subsets ofYK.
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COROLLARY 3.3 Assume F(K) connected, K C Gx C Gy, K° = Gx. Then for
some zGSyGzDK and G° = K°.

COROLLARY 3.4. Let K = S = torus, F(S) connected. Suppose S C Gx is a

maximal torus, and S C Gy.  Then for some z G Sy S is a maximal torus of Gz.

PROOF OF THEOREM 3.2. Let Y,K denote one of the three types of subspaces

of YK, and note first that YtK is N(F)-invariant. We shall make use of the following

lemma, whose proof involves standard slice arguments and properties of subgroups

ofG.

LEMMA. Let x G YK. Then there is a nbd U of e G G such that the nbd

U = U ■ Sx C Y of x satisfies

ÜnYK = ün[zG(K)°-SxK],

where Zo(K)° is the connected centralizer of K in G. Moreover,

ÜnY? = Ün[ZG(K)°-(Sx)?],

where (Sx)? refers to the action of Gx on Sx.

Now, we sketch the proof of 3.2, as follows. By induction on dim Y, we assume

dim Y > 0 and divide into two cases.

(i) Linear case. G acts linearly on V = Rm, m > 1. We claim that Vf? = VK

or V? = 0; first we check the case m = 1, and then for m > 2 we may pass to the

unit sphere S(V) and use induction on dimension.

(ii) General case, dim Y = m > 1. Assume the theorem true for all connected

G-manifolds of dim < m and also if Y is linear. Let x G YK, U — U ■ Sx as

in the lemma. By hypothesis, for the linear action (Gx, Sx) we have either (a)

(SX)K = S?, or (b) (Sx)f = 0. In case (a) the lemma implies £/CY* = UnYK,

and in case (b) U D YtK = 0. Hence, Y„K is closed and open in YK.

The torus orbit types of the G-manifold X is, by definition, the collection 0t{X)

of all conjugacy classes (S), where S is a maximal torus of some isotropy group Gx.

We may assume S = (T n Gx)°, and then S can be expressed as

(13) s = (w¡Lnw21n...nu):1)0,      ^en0(x).

However, not all choices of w¿ lead to some S G 0t{X). There exists a (purely

combinatorial) algorithm which calculates 0t(X) from Yl'0(X) and A(G), cf. [5, 8].

By this algorithm, the "if" part of Lemma 3.5 is trivial. In the case considered in

3.5, however, we shall give a complete proof, using induction on Lie group structure.

LEMMA 3.5. Let G be compact connected, X ~ pt or SN, Y1'0(X) = A(G) +Y.

Then S C T belongs to 0t(X) if and only if S can be expressed as in (13) with all

u),er.

PROOF. Assume the lemma holds for all proper connected subgroups of G. We

may assume G ¿ T, A(G) çt Y (by the algorithm), and then F(G) ¿ F(T) ± 0

(by §3(C)). So there is some Gy, T C Gy Ç G, and assume ScTis maximal in
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some Gx. By Corollary 3.4 5 is also maximal in some Gz in the slice representation

<py of Gy. By (3.1)

Yl'o(X) = A(G) + T = A(G) - A(G°) + Yl'0(Py)

=>Yl'o(py) = A(G°y) + Y.

Hence, the lemma follows by induction.

The calculation of 0(X), the collection of isotropy types, generally consists of

three steps: 0t(X) —* 0°(X) —> 0(X), as follows. First, the maximal tori of

isotropy groups are determined, as explained above. The collection 0°(X) consists

of connected isotropy types (Gx). If we know a maximal torus S C Gx, then the

structure of Gx sometimes follows from equation (3.1). In the final stage, Zp-weight

systems Op(X) may be used to "control" the p-torsion of Gx/Gx; here the p-version

of (3.1) and Theorem 3.2 can be useful (cf. §5).

(C) Some applications of SO(3)-actions. Let SO(3) act on X ~z2 SN, N ^ 3,

with F(50(2)) = 0. Then by Smith theory N is odd, and it is not too difficult to

show N > 7. The following theorem is, however, meaningful only when Yl'(X) is

well defined, so we shall assume F(SO(2)) ^ 0 in the spherical case.

THEOREM 3.6. Let X ~z2 pt or SN be an SO(3)-manifold, let a be the unit

weight, and put 6X = J3dodd; 62 = ^2deven, where

0^n'(X) = di{±a} + d2{±2a} + ... .

Then (i) [codim of F(0(2)) in F(SO(2))\ = 6x-62>0,dx> 1,

(Ü) ¿2=0=^ F(SO(3)) = F(0(2)) ~z2 pt or SN~36>.

PROOF. In the acyclic case, or if F(0(2)) ^ 0, this follows from [6, Lemma 2.1].

Assume therefore X ~ SN and F(0(2)) = S'1. Using (3.1) we find dx > 1. Let
F(SO(2)) ~ Sr, N = r + 26x + 262, F(Z2) ~ Sr+2S2. Now, choose a suitably large

dihedral 2-group D2k in SO(3) so that F(Z2t) = F(50(2)), F(D2k) = 5_1. Using

[10, Theorem 4.6], (N - r)/2 = (r + 262 - (-1)), or equivalently r + 1 = 6X - 62.

This proves (i).

Next, assume 62 = 0. Since F(0(2)) = S-1, F(Z2) ~ Sr, we find F(D2) =

S~l, and Borel's formula (cf. [1, Chapter XIII]) applied to the action of D2 gives

N + 1 = 3[r + 1], that is, r - 6X = N - 36x = -1 and (ii) follows.

We shall now apply the above theorem to get information about the Cartan-Weyl

action (W,XT) of a G-manifold X ~z2 pt or SN with a given geometric weight

system. Write the latter as

n'W = EE^-{±fca} + r      («eA+(G)),
fe>l   a

where Y contains no multiple ka, k > 1, and put 6X = ^2d^dd, 62 = X)^even-

Since the 50(3)-action (GQ,X'a,tp'a), cf. (10), (11), has weight system Yl'(<pa) =

£3fc d^{±ka}, the following is a consequence of 3.6.

PROPOSITION 3.7.   Let X,G be as above. Then ¿f > 6% and, moreover,

(i) pa = 1 in W if and only if 6X = 62, and hence W = 1 if and only if 6X = 62,
Va G A(G).
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(ii) W is a group generated by (topological) reflections if and only if 6X — 62<1,

Va;

(iii) assume 62 — 0, Va.  Then

(14) F(H,X) = F(WH,XT),    VHDT, H = H°.

REMARK 3.8. In view of Lemma 2.1, consider the category of G-actions <p on

spaces X satisfying property (14). Then Vz G XTGX is uniquely determined by the

group Wx C W (i.e., independent of ip). In particular, Wx — WGx, cf. (6).

PROPOSITION 3.9. Let G = SO(n) (n even), SU(n) orSp(n), andletipn be the
standard representation of G (diniR, ipn = n, 2n, 4n resp.). Assume fi'(X) = fî'($),

$ = Adc +kipn, k > 0. Then W ~ W acts faithfully on XT as a group generated

by reflections. Moreover, X andV(§) have the same maximal rank isotropy types.

PROOF. Let a,ß be simple roots. Then Ga0 = G'a0, and it is easy to check

that Yl'(tpn) n [Z ■ a + Z ■ ß] = 0. Hence, by (11), Yl'(X'a0) = A(Ga0). From the

results on rank 2 groups in §4 it now follows that Wa0 — Wa0, and hence Theorem

2.3 applies to show W ~ W (as Coxeter groups). Moreover, Remark 3.8 applies to

both X and V(i>), and their Cartan-Weyl actions have the same isotropy groups

Wx, namely the parabolic subgroups of W.

(D) On simple weight patterns related to A(G). Since Ado plays such a unique

role in representation theory, in view of §2 and the above results it is natural to

inquire what are the linear actions $ "closest" to Adc, say, in terms of the behavior

of Weyl group, orbit structure etc. Recall that Ado (mod trivial copies) is uniquely

characterized by the simple fact that the principal isotropy type is (T). Moreover,

0(AdG) can be computed effectively using the fact that (a) W ~ W is a reflection

group on T, and (b) property (14) holds. By focusing attention on (a) and (b), an

appropriate notion of "closeness" may be chosen as follows.

First, let G be simple, rk G > 2. The following two conditions on a real repre-

sentation ^ of G are equivalent (cf. 3.7):

(i) W 5¿ 1, and is generated by reflections. Moreover, property (14) is satisfied;

f (ii) n'(í') contains roots, and these have multiplicity 1.

I, Furthermore, Q'(^) contains no root multiple ka, k > 1.

NOTE. For the implication (i)=>(ii) one needs the fact that if Yl'(9) contains

some fca, k > 3, then a has multiplicity > 1. One checks this by suitably reducing

to the case rkG — 2 as in §2(B).

DEFINITION. A faithful real representation1 * of a semisimple compact con-

nected Lie group G/Z(G) is called adjoint similar if Yl'(^) satisfies condition (15).

Now, let G be simple and Í as above. Then \I> is irreducible,2 and besides the

obvious candidates Ado or p, where Yl'(p) = {short roots}, there turn out to be

just the infinite family (5^2n - 1) of SO(2n)/Z2 and A4u4 - k2vA of Sp(4)/Z2.

Hence, the possibilities of W are listed in Table II.

1 Modulo trivial summands.

2 See footnote 1.
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Comments, (i) Let G ~ Gx x ■ ■ ■ x G¡ be semisimple, * - *i ® • • • g> *;. Then *

is adjoint-similar if and only if each factor is so, with Wi = S2 (i.e. rk 1Y¿ = 1). A

reducible 4" must be the outer direct sum of adjoint-similar summands *, = *|Gt.

(ii) For G = SO(8)/Z2 there are actually two more *, namely those mapped

to (52p8 - 1) via outer automorphisms. Correspondingly, W has three different

quotients ~ S4.

(iii) Observe that Table II does not include all irreducible representations of

simple groups of rank > 2 with W ^ 1 acting as reflection group, e.g., the repre-

sentation (S2p2n+X - 1) of 50(2n+ 1) is missing. The latter fits, however, into the

scheme of §5, cf. Table I.

(iv) Let G ~ Bn, Cn, G2 or F4, and consider actions ¡p on spaces X ~ pt or SN.

Then the G-weight pattern

n' = {long roots} +T,        Y + 0,

where Y contains no short roots, cannot be realized as Yl'(<p).

(v) For G-manifolds X having the weight pattern of adjoint-similar represen-

tations #, one can prove (in a uniform way) regularity theorems precisely similar

to Theorem B of §1. In fact, since all cases of Table II have nontrivial principal

isotropy groups, such theorems have been known for some time (cf. e.g., [3, 12]).

TABLE II. Adjoint-similar representations of simple groups

1 -7 W0 -> W -> W

G Ad Wr, = 1

50(2n + 1) P2n+1 Wso{2n) - W - S2

Sp(n)/Z2      p = A?vn-l       WSp(i)» - W - Sn

G2                            pi WSU(3) —* D6 —' 52

F4                            P26 WSpin(8) - W -7 S3

SO(2n)/Z2 S2P2n - 1 Zir1 - W -. Sn

Sp(4)/Z2 A4iy4 - A2i/4 £>2xtVSp(1)4 - W -> S3

4. Analysis of weight pattern for groups of rank 2. In this section G

is a compact connected (semi-) simple group of rank 2. Recall that such groups

and their induced actions (cf. §§1 and 2) provide the linking substructure used to

analyze actions of higher rank groups. For this reason the cases G ~ Si/(3) or Sp(2)

are the most important ones; the special case G = G2 is of "isolated" interest, just

as it is in the Lie theory. Therefore, as far as the cases G ~ SU(2) x 5*7(2) or

G2 are concerned, we shall only state the analogous results stated and proved for

SU(3) and Sp(2).
In (A)-(D) we look closely at the relationship between (W,XT) and the possible

G-weight pattern fi'(X), leading to an explicit calculation of W. This also imposes

consistency relations on Yl'(X) (cf. Problem 1, §1). An immediate application of

this will be given in (E). Certain types of regularity theorems are rather easily

obtained for rank 2 groups—an example is given in (F).
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For a given G-manifold X, split the weight system as

(16) fi(X) = Yl(X') + [Yl(X)\RG}

i.e., Q(X') = fi(X) n R.G consists of those weights lying in the root lattice RG. As

indicated by notation, fi(X') is the weight system of the G-space X' = F(Z(G),X),

where Z(G) = 1, Z2, Z2 x Z2 or Z3 is the center of G. As for linear actions,

Yl(X)\RG has no effect on the Cartan-Weyl action (W,XT), i.e. the latter depends

only on X' (cf. Remarks 4.2 below).

(A) G = SU(3). The root lattice is the collection of weights

RG: cj = (nöi+mOj);        n + m = 0    (mod3),

where (6x,62,e3), £t?t = 0, refers to T = diag(e27ri">, e27""2, e2™"3). The weight

lattice of 5/7(3) consists of all w = (no, + mOj); we shall arrange them into three

classes:

type (a)    n ^ 0, m ^ 0, n — m ^ 0 (mod 3)

i.e., w = 3w' + ß, ßG A(G), ui' weight,

(17) <  type (b)    n = m = n — m = 0 (mod 3)

i.e., w = 3cj' for some weight lj',

type (c)    Exactly one of n, m, n — m is =0 (mod 3).

Here types (a) and (b) give RG- W = S3 permutes the 0's, and we split f2'(X') into

53-orbits of pairs (±w)

(18) n'(X') = £dfc -Ak + J2l3k-^k + [Yi+Y2 + ■••],
A: fc

where Afc = {±/c(ö, - 63)}, e.g., Ai = A(G), A; = {±/0¿}, k,l > 0, and each T¿ is

different from Afc or \3k- Define the associated numbers of (18),

£ = Y,dk,   6X = X/^odd!   62 = X^even,   ¿3 = J2^3k,

(19) i  77T = #{ri; r, of type (tt) in (18)}, rr = a, b,

. sa = 5 - ¿3 + 2~fa, sb = 63 + Y,hk + 2-76-

PROPOSITION 4.1. LetX ~Ze pt or SN be an SU(3)-manifold with XT / 0,

and let (18) 6e i/ie collection of nonzero weights lying in the root lattice. Then the

effective Weyl group W, acting on XT, is determined by (19) as follows:

(i)W_=S3*lsa¿2sb,6x>62},

(ii) W_= S3/Z3 o [sa = 2sb,6x > 62],

(iii) W = l*>{sa = 2sb,6x=62}.

PROOF. Let (C) ~ Z3 in 5f7(3), where

(20) G = 27TÍ/3is e T,        £ = e

and N3 = (T,C) c N(T).  We shall assume (for simplicity) that X^3 ¿ 0, e.g.,

X is acyclic.  (If X^3 = 0, then clearly W = S3.) Let Xf be the space fixed by
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H C N3 in the local representation at x G X^3, and decompose

(Xx = [X** © V] © £R£ = XJ © £R6,

(21) } xf> = x»° © £(ar2)„.

Here V is a sum of 2-dimensional representations of Z3 = N3/T, R^ = R±u. ©

K-±w ® R±u>t ^s a sum °f weight spaces of a Z3-orbit u of weight pairs, v =

{±(jJi,±Wj,±<jJk}, (AR2)j, ~ R2 is the "diagonal" in R^ under the cyclic permu-

tation of the three summands, induced by G. Since G ~ Í3, we obtain identities

dimX(c> = dimX^3 + 2 • #{Z3-orbits of pairs (±w) G Yl'(X)}

= dimX<t3> = dimXT + 2 • #{(±w) G n'(X);w(í3) G Z},

and hence,

(23) XT = XNs o #{Z3-orbits in O'(X)} = #{(±w) 6 Yl'(X);uj{t3) G Z}.

Now, since Ajt and A^ are both S3-orbits and Z3-orbits, whereas each T, in (18)

splits into two Z3-orbits, we find that if we define

(24) sn = #{Z3-orbits of type (it) in Yl'(X)},        it = a,b,c,

then (24) agrees with (19) for it = a,b. Let q be the number of pairs (±w¿)

in Z3{±a;} such that u>i(t3) G Z. Then q = 0,3,1 for cj of type (a), (b), (c)

respectively. By (22), sa+sb + sc > 3sb + sc, and the right side of (23) is equivalent

to sa + sb + sc = 3sb + sc. Consequently, (23) may be written

(23') W # S3 o sa = 2sb,

and combining this with the results in §3(C) completes the proof.

REMARKS 4.2. (i) The cancelling of sc in the above relations reflects the fact

that weights of type (c) in Yl(X) are irrelevant for W.

(ii) From the proof it also follows that sa > 2sb (at least if F(Z3,XT) ^ 0).

Moreover, 6X — 62 => sa = 2sb.

(B) G = Sp(2). Consider Sp(2) as quaternionic unitary 2 x 2-matrices, with

T = diag(e27rie\e27Ti6:i) and dihedral Weyl group

W = {aJ6*;a2 = b4 = I,aba = b~1} = DA

containing two nonconjugate groups ~ D2, namely

£>2=Wsp(i)xSp(i) ={l,b2,a,ab2},    D'2 = {l,b2,ab,ab3}.

W acts on weights u = (n9x + m02) by (i) b6x = —82,bd2 = 9X, (ii) adx = —6X,

a92 - e2. Also recall that G has root system A(G) = {±(6>i ± 02),±2(91,±26>2},

and hence root lattice

(25) RG: a) = (nOx +m62;        n + m = 0    (mod2).

Now, given fi(X), (16), we shall write Yl'(X) D RG as

(26) n'(X') = J2 dk{±k(6x ± 92)} + ^efc{±fc(2Öt)} + Y,
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(27)

where Y does not contain any root multiple ka, k > 1. The associated numbers of

(26) are defined by counting pairs (±w), namely

¿1 = X,doddi   62 = Yl deven,   Si = X^eoddi  ^2 = X)eevem

A2 = #{(±w) G Yl'(X')}, i.e., n + m = 0 (mod2)},

A4 = #{(±w) € n'(X'); n + m = 0 (mod4)},

A = #{(±w) 6 n'(X'); n + 5m = 0 (mod8)}.

PROPOSITION 4.3. Let Sp(2) act on X ~z2 pt or SN, XT =¿ 0, and let (26)

be those weights in Yl'(X) lying in the root lattice (25). Then the effective Weyl

group, W, is determined by the associated numbers, (27), as follows:

(i) W_= D4 o [2A4 < A2 > 4A, 6X > 62, ex > e2],

(ii) W_= D4/Z2 «*■ [2A4 = A2 > 4A, 6X > 62, ex > e2],

(iii) W = D4/Z4 o [2A4 = A2 = 4A, 6X> 62, ex> e2],

{W)W = D4/D2 o [2A4 = A2 > 4A, ¿1 > <52,e1 = s2],

(v) W_= D4/D'2 o [2A4 = A2 > 4A, 6x=62,sx> e2],

(vi) W = 1 o [2A4 = A2 = 4A,éi = 62, ex = e2\.

The proof is based upon two lemmas. First, similar to (20), choose elements

A,B G N - N(T) representing a, b G W:

w "-(i ;)• M? ¿)~(o -()=,°eT' i^""'
and let 7Va = (T, A), Nb = (T, B), etc. be subgroups of N.

LEMMA 4.4. Let xp be an irreducible real representation of Nc, c = b,b2, such

that tp\T is nontrivial. Then dim?/! = 4 or 2 for c = b or b2 respectively, and with

C = B or B2:

1,     ifYl(rjj\T)cRG;     cf. (25),
dim F(C, V {ip)) =

( 0,    otherwise.

PROOF OF 4.4. The two cases are similar, so assume c = b and write (b) = Z4 c

W. Any Z4-orbit of T-weight pairs consists of two pairs; Yl(ip\T) = {±(nöi +mö2),

±(n82 — möi)} is such an orbit. Let t>¿, 1 < i < 4, be a basis for the four complex

weight lines of tp <8> C. B permutes the lines cyclically, say, Bvt = v¿+i, i = 1,2,3,

and Bv4 = B4vx = e2^n+m'>/2 ■ vx since B4 = diag(-l, -1) e T, (28). From this

it is clear that dimF(B,V(ip)) = lifn + m = 0 (mod2), and is zero otherwise.

LEMMA   4.5.   Let c G {a,ab,b,b2} C D4 and assume F(c,XT) ¿ 0, W =

D4/Wo-  The following relations hold:

(i) c = b: bGWo^r A2 = 4A,

(ii) c = b2: b2 G W0 & X2 = 2A4,

(iii) c = a:  a gWo & D2 cWo <$■ ex = e2,

(iv) c = ab: ab G W0 <* D2 C W0 <*• ¿1 = 62.

PROOF OF 4.5. Since c gWo o XT - XN% and ordc = 2 or 4, by Smith

theory it suffices to consider the local representation of Nc at some fixed point

x G XNc, namely

xx = xj © £rL = [xZ< ®v\ ®J2R2
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Here V C Xx is the (orthogonal) complement of the space fixed by c, hence V =

0 o c G Wo- Now, by Lemma 4.4, we have on the one hand

A2/2,    C = B,

Aa,        C = B2,
dimX(c> =dimXiv<; +

\2

but since B ~ i8, (28), we have on the other hand

2A,      G = B

2A4,    C = B2.
dimX<c> =dimXT +

This proves cases (i) and (ii).

It is clear that a G W0 => b2 G W0. Finally, note that (a) = Wa, (ab) = W0,

where a = 26x, ß = 9X + 92 in A(G). Therefore (iii), (iv) follow by looking at

50(3)-actions (Ga,Xa), (G0,X0), cf. §3(G).

PROOF OF 4.3. If some -)GW vanishes in W, then F(^,XT) = XT / 0. By

Proposition 3.7 6X > 62, ex > e2, so the implications "=>" follow from Lemma 4.5,

at least if inequalities "<" among A's are replaced by "/". However, A2 > 2A4,

A2 > 4A clearly hold unless X ~ SN and F(D4,XT) = 0. But D4-actions on

Y ~z2 5r are always cohomologically modeled after linear actions (cf. [10, Theorem

4.6], so the appropriate dimensional relations among fixed point sets of subgroups of

D4 will hold in any case. Finally, the implications can be replaced by equivalences,

since the right sides are mutually exclusive.

REMARK 4.6. (i) in 4.3 can be replaced by W = D4 o A2 > 2A4. More

consistency conditions on n'(X') can be found; for example, by Proposition 3.7 the

right sides in (iv)-(vi) can be shortened so that only 6x,62,ex,e2 are involved—the

A-type relations are therefore implied by the others.

(C) G = SU(2) x SU(2). Since we work in the root lattice, we may as well

assume G = 50(3) x 50(3) acts on X,

(29) Q'(X) = ^2dk{±ka} + J2ek{±kß} + Y,
k k

A(G) = {±a,±ß}, and Y consists of the "mixed" weights w = na + mß, both

n, m ^ 0. The splitting of W = D2 = Z2 x Z2 refers to the factors of G. The

associated numbers of (29) are

6i,£i as in (27),

(30) l  p = #{(±ü,)€ír(X)},

k "2 = #{(±w) € fi'(X); to = na + mß, n + m = 0 (mod2)}.

PROPOSITION 4.7.   Let 50(3) x 50(3)_aci on X ~z2 pt or SN with XT ¿0

and nonzero weights given by (29).  Then W is determined from (30), as follows:

(i) W- D2&[p> 2p2, 6X > 62, ex > e2],

(ii) W = D2/AZ2 *>[p = 2p2, 6X > 62, ex > e2],

(iii) W = D2/Z2 x 1 <=> [6X = 62,sx > e2],

(iv)W = Da/1 xZ2« [¿i > 62, ex = e2],

(v)W = l<* [6X = 62,ex = e2] =► [p = 2p2}.

(D) G = G2. Let T C 5f7(3) C G2; here T is the maximal torus parametrized

as in (A), and hence we write

A(G2) = A(SU(3)) + Yl'(p7) = {±(Öt - Oj)} + {±9A,
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(31) ÍT(X) = £ dk{±k9i} + 53 ek{±k(9t - 93)} + Y,
k k

where Y contains no root multiple. Put

W = D6 = {aPb^a2 = b6 = l,aba = 6"1},

Wsu{3) = D3 = {l,b2,b4,a,ab2,ab4} ~ D'3,

WSO(4)=D2 = {l,b3,a,b3},

(32) Rso(4) :oj = n9x+ m92, n + m = 0    (mod 2)        (note! 93 = -9X - 92),

(33)
6i,62,ex,e2 as in (27),

p = #{(±u>)Gn'(X)n£SO(4)},

a   p2 = #{(±w) G Yl'(X) n Zso(4)\ n = m = 0(mod2),cf. (32)},

sa = Efc^o(mod3) ek + 2 ■ #{orbits D3(±oj) in Y; u of type (a) in (17)},

. sb = £fc(d3fc + e3k) + 2 • #{orbits D3(±u) in Y; w of type (6) in (17)}.

Note that b2 G D3 survives in W iff it does so in D3 (for X | SU(3)); and b3

survives iff it survives in D2 (for X | 50(4)). So by suitably combining results

from (A), (C), the next proposition (as well as more consistency conditions, which

we omit), can be established.

PROPOSITION   4.8.   Let X ~Ze pt or SN  be a G2-manifold, XT / 0 and

nonzero weights given by (31).  Then W can be calculated from (33), as follows:

(i) W = D6 o [sa ¿ 2sb, p > 2p2, 6X > 62, ex > e2],

(ii) W_= D6/Z2 o [aa ¿ 2ab, p = 2p2, 6X > 62, ex > e2],

(iii) W_ = D6/Z3 o [aa = 2ab, p > 2p2, 6X > 62, ex > e2],

(W)W = D6/Z6 o [sa = 2ab, p = 2p2, 6X > 62, sx > e2],

(v) W_= D6/D3 «• [sa = 2sb, p > 2p2, 6X > 62, ex = e2],

(vi) W_= D6/D'3 o [sa = 2sb, p > 2p2, 6X = 62, ex > e2],

(vii) W = 1 «> [aa = 2sb, p = 2p2, 6X = 62, ex = e2].

(E) On the estimation of 6(G). In [7] the following numerical invariant of com-

pact Lie groups G is studied:

6(G) — min{dimX/G; X: Z-acyclic effective G-manifold without fixed point}

In this subsection we shall apply the results in (A), (B) to improve the estimates

of 6(G) in [7] for G = 50(5) and SU(3).
First assume G = SU(3)/Z3, acting with no fixed point on X ~z3 pt, and

with F(T) Z-acyclic. By [7, §3] 6 > 2 in (19), and f2'(X) must contain weights of

type (b) in (17). Moreover, the simplest possibility of weight pattern is Yl'(X) —

2Ai + {±30j}. However, this weight pattern gives W = Z2 by Proposition 4.1,

hence F(G) = F(rY,XT) ^ 0, cf. Proposition 3.7(iii). Similarly, other cases with

6=2 can be ruled out. The simplest G-weight pattern, possibly realizable with

F(G) = 0, is now

n = 2Ai + A2 + {±39t} + mo{0},        m0 > 2.

Consequently, 6(SU(3)/Z3) > 18, 6(SU(3)) > 24, cf. [7, 3.4].
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Next, let G = 50(5). Consider the weight pattern Yl' = 2{±a¿} + {±2at} +

{±ßi} + {±2ßi}, ai = short root, ßi = long root. This gives A2 = 10, A4 = 6

in (27), namely A2 < 2A4, so fi' cannot be realizable, by Proposition 4.3. Hence,

following [7, 3.4]

n = n'(252p5)+m0{0},        2 < m0 < 5,

is, indeed, a "minimal model" G-weight pattern for acyclic G-manifolds X with no

fixed point. Consequently, 16 < ¿(50(5)) < 19.

(F) Regularity as a consequence of the G-weight pattern d ■ A(G). In this sub-

section we shall prove two theorems about G-manifolds with orbit structure closely

related to that of d ■ Adß- We assume X is acyclic or spherical mod Z, although

technically we need only coefficients Zq, q = product of the prime factors of \W\.

THEOREM 4.9. Let G be a semisimple group of rank 2 acting on X ~ pt or

SN, and assume the nonzero geometric weight system satisfies

(34) n(X) = Q(X')+r,    Yl'(X') Cd-A(G),

where Y consists of those weights outside the root lattice.  Then

(i) for each connected H, T C H C G,

(35) F(H) = F(WH,XT) = F(cH,XT),

where ch G Wh ia a Coxeter element;

(ii) W acta effectively on XT, i.e., W ~W, if and only if A(G) C fi'(X).

PROOF, (ii) follows from Propositions 4.1, 4.3, 4.7 and 4.8, and the first equality

in (35) is clear, cf. Proposition 3.7(iii).

Assume rkWn = 2, H C G, and note that X|i7 satisfies the /i-version of (34)

since each a G A(G) — A(H) is outside the lattice Rh- Let Ch G H represent ch G

Wh and let tn G T be a conjugate image; for H ^ G2 explicit expressions for tn

are easy to find (e.g. i3, t8 in (20), (28)). Since H acts on F(Z(H),X) with weight

system fi'((X | H)') C kA(H), comparison of dimensions gives F(tn) = F(T),

that is, F(CH) = F(V) for some V 3 CH- But no proper WK C WH contains cH,

for T C K C H connected, so (T, V) = H,

(36) F(cH,F(T)) = F(CH) l"l F(T) = F(T') n F(T) = F(H).

Finally, let H = G2. One can choose CH such that C% = C G SU(3) in (20),

and moreover, Ch ~ tn G T, tH = Í3. Since T = 0, we can find some circle group

5, tH G S C T, so that F(tH) = F (S). Now the above argument giving (36) can

be used again.

An interesting special case of Theorem 4.9 is fi'(X) = d ■ A(G). In the linear

case, d ■ Adc W acts diagonally on F(T) = T © T © • • • (d copies), and for any

subgroup A C W with parabolic closure A,

(37) F(A,F(T))=F(Ä,F(T)),

because 0(d ■ AdG) = 0(MG) = {parabolic W C W}, cf. (7).   (37) will be the
clue to the proof of the regularity Theorem 4.11 below.
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LEMMA 4.10. Aaaume Yl'(X') = d-A(G). Then the equality (37) holds for the

action ofW on F(T,X). [This also holds when rkG > 2.]

PROOF OF 4.10. We prove the case rkG = 2, i.e., W is dihedral, and may

assume A = W. Note first that A contains some power ¿ ^ 1 of the Coxeter element

c GW. (37) will follow if we can show F(cl,XT) = F(W,XT). By Theorem 4.9

the remaining cases are (i) W = D4, I = 2; (ii) W = De, I = 2, (iii) W = De, I = 3.

In case (iii) let H = 50(4) C G2, and note that ch = c3 is a common Coxeter

element for three groups D2 ~ D'2 ~ D'2Z By (35), F(D6,XT) = F(D2,XT) =

F(c3,XT). In cases (i), (ii) we have at least F(c2) = F(D2), F(D3) respectively.

We shall complete (i) and (ii), assuming F(W) = 0, as we may by local linearity.

So, assume XT ~ Sr, F(c2) ~ 5X, and observe that F(Z2) ~ Sr-d for each

Z2 <£_ (c) (cf. Theorem 3.6). It remains to show x = —1.

Case (i). Let D'2 ¿ D2 in D4. Since F(D2) = F(c2) D F(D'2), F{D'2) =

F(D4) = 0. Now Borel's formula (cf. [1, Chapter XIII]) applied to the action of

the Z2-tori D2,D2 on XT gives two equations in x, r with solution r = 2d - 1,

x = -1.

Case (ii). Dq acts on XT with F(Z6) = 0. Let Z2,Z'2 <£_ Z6 generate De. By

a suitable combination of Smith theory and an idea due to Milnor, one can show

that F(Z2) and F(Z'2) are "linking" in XT, i.e., F(Z2) ± XT - F(Z2) induces

an isomorphism in cohomology (modZ2). This gives dimF(Z2) = (r — l)/2, and

again r = 2d - 1. Now, F(Z3) = F(D3) ~ 5X, and if we had x > 0, then by the

representation theory of D3, r - dimF(Z3) = 2[dimF(Z2) - dimF(D3)]. But this

equation implies x = —1, a contradiction.

THEOREM 4.11. Let G, X be as in Theorem 4.9, and assume the G-action <p

on X has weight syatem

Yl(X) = d-A(G) + Y + d0{0},

where Y haa no weight in the root lattice. Then do = 2d+l, I > 0, and X ia modeled

after V($), $ — Ado +1 A, in the following sense:

(i) The Cartan-Weyl actions <p,$ are cohomologically aimilar, namely, they

have the same isotropy types, 0(<p) = 0($), and corresponding fixed point sets

F(WX,F(T)) agree up to Zp-cohomology (p = 2 or 3).

(ii) ¡p and $ have the same maximal rank isotropy groups, and

F(GX) = F(WX, F(T)),    for x G F(T).

(iii) Assume Y = 0. Then <p is orthogonally modeled after $, hence 0(X) =

0(V(<1>)) (cf. also 4.12(H)).

PROOF. By Remark 3.8, Lemma 4.10 (and its proof), only the case (iii), d > 2,

needs to be checked. We must show that <p and $ also have the same isotropy

groups of rank < 2. We now claim that <p and $ have identical Zp-weight systems

for each p (cf. §3(A)). This will follow from the known facts that Yl(tp) = H($) and

moreover, their maximal rank isotropy types are the same. The nontrivial cases

occur when F(G) = 0 (i.e., I = 0 and X ~ SN), G = 50(5), G2, 50(3)2 and p = 2.
The reason is that T does not contain a maximal Z2-torus. However, assuming

G = 50(5), for example, by restricting to the isotropy group 50(3) x 50(2) and
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using WVinvariance of Yl'2(<p), we find Yl'2(tp) = Yl'2(<&). (See §5(D) for similar

calculations.)

Now, with all weight systems "correct" one can show that all isotropy types are

also "correct". As an illustration, let G = 5t/(3). A rank one isotropy group K has

maximal torus ~ (9X - 92)± = Sa, by 3.5, and using representation theory we find

easily K° = Sa, consequently 5Q C K C N(Sa) = ZG(Sa) = S[U(2) x £7(1)]. If
K/K° has p-torsion, then K contains a Zp-torus of rank 2, say Tp C T. However,

F(TP) = F(T), so this is impossible, and hence K = Sa-

Next, a maximal Zp-torus of any isotropy group in 5f7(3) must be "correct", i.e.,

conjugate to Tp or Tpn5Q, e.g., by the Zp-version of Lemma 3.5. But F(Tpn5a) =

F(Sa) (resp. X) for p ^ 3 (resp. p = 3). Hence, K = Z(SU(3)) = ker^ ~ Z3 is

the only finite isotropy group.

REMARKS 4.12. (i) As observed in the proof of 4.11 (iii), 0(X) is independent

of d when d > 1. This is due to a peculiar property of Adc (G any compact

connected Lie group), namely 0(d ■ Ado) = 0(2 AdG), Vd > 2. More generally, if

* is a G-representation, then 0(d ■ AdG +e • *) = 0(2 AdG +*), Vd > 2, e > 1.

This fact is an interesting consequence of inductive slice arguments.

(ii) Let ipn be the standard representation of G(n) = SU(3), 50(5), Sp(2),

or G = G2 and tpn = py. Then Theorem 4.11 can be extended as follows: Put

$ = d ■ AdG +ktjjn and assume Yl'(X) = f]'($). Then X is orthogonally modeled

after $ + / • 1, for some / > 0. See also §5(F), (iv).

5. 2-Parametric actions of classical groups. Let G = G{n) be a classical

group, and let (9X,92,... ) be standard coordinates of the maximal torus T. A G-

weight pattern fi is said to be of (at most) l-parametric type if each weight w£il

can be expressed by I (or less) parameters #,, namely u = Yli=i Wi- Similarly,

an action <p is l-parametric if Yl(<p) is so. The purpose of this section is to provide

proofs of Theorems A, B, C in §1.
In (A) we establish Table I, namely, a description of those linear models satisfying

the basic weight pattern condition in Theorem A. The ideas of the proofs will be

sketched in (B), and more details are given in (C)-(E).

(A) Description of the linear models. Let ip„ = pn, pn or un be the standard

representations of SO(n), SU(n) or Sp(n) on Rn, R2n or R4" respectively. Be-

sides these the only irreducible real nontrivial 2-parametric representations of G(n),

rk G(n) > 2, are $„ (cf. Table I) given by

(38) AdG,    52pn-l,     [A2nn]R,     [52/z„]R,    k2vn -1.

Moreover, by taking (two factor) products of the above groups and tensor prod-

ucts of their standard representations, the resulting weight patterns may also be

regarded as 2-parametric. However, for simplicity we shall only consider product

groups like G(m) x G(n). Since kipn, k > 1, are the only l-parametric represen-

tations, we obtain all 2-parametric ones, with only one 2-parametric lY-orbit of

weights, by adding kip„ to 4>n.

All results for SO(n) or SU(n) extend naturally to the case of 0{n) or U(n),

so normally we shall use freely the notation G(n) in either case. In Table I, which

contains ten linear models $ = <ï>n + kipn as described above, we have also listed

the isotropy types of the 2-parametric component $„.
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REMARKS 5.1. (i) In Table I A2[G(/i) x ■ ■ ■ x G(lq)) denotes the "(conjugate)

diagonal" imbedding of G(/i) x • • • x G(lq) into

G (I) x G(l) C [G{1) x G(m - 1)) x \G(l) x G(n - I)},    ^ k = I.

(ii) In the case G = SO(n), n = 2m, m even, 0(AdG) contains some additional

types besides C7(/i) x ••■ x U(lq) x SO(n - 21) (0 <£/, = / < m), namely

U(lx) x ■ ■ ■ x U(lq-X) x U(lq)' (h > 1, all Z, even, J2k = "*). The latter is conjugate

to U(lx) x ■ • ■ x U(lq) inside 0(2m), i.e., via the outer automorphism of 50(2m).

LEMMA 5.2. Let G(n) = 0(n), U(n) or Sp(n), i})n be the standard representa-

tion and $„ = Ad(3(n), A2^„ or S2ipn (mod trivial).  Then

(i) 0($n + kipn), k > 0, is given by all groups of type H x 1, where H x 1 c

G(n -d)x G(d), 0 < d < n, H G 0($„-d).

(ii) Let G = G (m) xG(n), m < n, k + k' > 0. Then 0 (tpm ® ipn + kipm + k'ipn)

is given by all groups of type

A2[G(lx) x G(l2) X--X G(lq)} - [G(r) x G(s)},        q > 0,

0 < YJ li < l < m; m — I — k <r < m — I, n — I — k' < s < n — I,

where A2[- • •] x \G(r) x G(s)] C ¡G(l) x G (I)] ■ [G{m - I) x G(n - l)\ = [G(l) x

G(m - I)} x [G(l) x G(n - I)], and G(p) = 1 for p < 0.

PROOF, (i) Let $ = i>n + k%pn and observe that $|G(n - 1) and the slice

representation of G(n-l) G 0(ipn) is of the same "type" as <J>. Hence, we first verify

the lemma for n < 2 and then use induction on n. Alternatively, one calculates

directly 0($) = 0($„) Fl 0(kipn) (intersection in any position) by observing that

H f) G(q) are the isotropy groups of the natural ii-action on the space G(n)/G(q)

of orthonormal (or unitary) (n — o)-frames. The proof of (ii) is similar.

(B) An outline of the proofs of Theorems A, B and C. Here we sketch the essential

ideas, leaving more details to the later subsections. The representations $ = $+M

on V($) = R^"1"1 or SN, $ listed in Table I, will be regarded as our basic models—

each of the G-manifolds X ~2: R^"1"1 or SN which can occur in the theorems can

be associated to a unique $.

A major part of the work is to establish the complete weight pattern of X

(including the Zp-weight systems). This also picks out the appropriate model $.

Having all the weight systems, all maximal tori (as well as Zp-tori) of isotropy

groups will be "correct" (see e.g. 3.5). From the group structure of classical groups

(cf. Theorem 2.2) one can now prove that all connected isotropy groups Gx are

"correct", and then the question of p-torsion in GX/GX can be settled—here the

Zp-weight system is useful. This finally gives 0(X) = 0(V($)).

One can also use another approach to establish 0(X) = 0(V($)), using induc-

tive arguments. Indeed, by restriction to a standard subgroup, say G(n — 1) C G(n),

Yl(X | G(n — 1)) is precisely of the same "type" as Q(X). We also remark that

the special case with k = 0 (in Table I, ##1-9) is essentially known (since the

principal isotropy type will be nontrivial). However, the value of A; > 0 makes little

difference in our proof. In fact, by Lemma 5.2 the orbit types will be the same for

all k > 1.
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Let H G 0(X). It follows from our analysis that, as in the linear model, in most

cases the fixed point set F(H) coincides with F(K) for a suitable group K c H

acting on a suitable subspace Y C X, such that fixed point theorems of P. A.

Smith type hold for (K, Y). Typically, K is a torus, a p-group, a group generated

by reflections, or an "extension combination" of such groups.

Finally, we remark that the case F(G) ^ 0 is somewhat simpler than the case

F(G) = 0. Therefore, we shall henceforth assume X ~ SN, F(G) = 0. Con-

sequently, / = 0 in the linear models $ = $ + I ■ 1, and therefore the models

encountered in the sequel will be precisely those $ in Table I.

(C) Determination ofYl(X).

As in Theorem A, the basic assumption is on the rational weight system, Yl'0(X),

which is defined also when F(T) = 0. Assume fi0(X) contains no /-parametric orbit

tY{±o;} for I > 3, and moreover, contains only one 2-parametric orbit. [The case

with only l-parametric orbits is well known, since this will lead to Yl(X) = Yl(kipn),

cf. [3, I] for manifolds modeled on ki¡)n.] We claim that the 2-parametric orbit

W{±û)}, Q = (a9x + b92), must have |a| = |6|, namely w = 9X ± 92. Suppose this is

not the case; then ¿D is not a root, and 5 = oj1- is a maximal torus of some isotropy

group Gx (cf. [5, or 8]). Using (3.1), Gx contains the group H generated by all GQ|,

a¿ = (9T ± 9S), r, s > 2. Assume (for simplicity) rkíí > 3 (or rkG > 5). From the

local representation of H it follows that Q ^ (9X ± 92) is impossible, consequently

Qq(X) = Hó($) for some of our models $.

In order to show Yl(X) = Yl($) we shall divide into two main cases.

(i) Yl'0(X) n A(G) = 0: This gives F(T) = F(G) = 0 (e.g., by (3.1)), and $
is # 2, 3 or 10 in Table I, and we may assume k > 0. From the local represen-

tation of a suitably large isotropy group (Gx ~ 5C7(n — 1), G(m - 1) x G(n) or

SO(m - 2) x SO(n)) we can show that fi(X) is well defined, namely O(X) = fi($).

(ii) f2ó(X) fi A(G) t¿ 0: fi¿(X) contains precisely one copy of a 2-parametric

(rational) root a, so by considering the 50(3)-action (Ga,Xa), cf. §3, it follows

that F(T) t¿ 0 and a e íí'(X). We may write Yl'(X) = Yl'(X) n A(G) + Y, where

T is l-parametric. What can Y be?

Firstly, if A(G) C Yl'(X), G = G(n), and Y contains no root multiple, it follows

from 3.9 that W acts faithfully on F(T) as a reflection group, and moreover, F(H) =

F(WH,F(T)), VÍ7 = H° D T. Since F(W,F(T)) = F(G) = 0, F(T) ~ S1*0'1
and F(H) ^ 0 for H = G(n— 1) or SO(n — 2). Again, from the local representation

of H it follows that Y must be correct, i.e., Y = fc{±o¿}, 2fc{±(9¿}, k{±9i} or

{±20,} + k{±9i}, for G = 5t7(n), Sp(n), 50(2m) respectively.

Secondly, if G = 50(2m + 1), then in any case Yl'(X \ SO(2m)) = Yl'(X), and

X | 50(2m) is already known to have weight system of type #6 or 7 in Table I,

hence also of type #4 or 5 (as G-manifold).

Thirdly, let G = Sp(n) and assume Y contains some {±2/f9¿}. Sn C W maps to

a reflection group Sn C W; the cases Sn ^ S2 or S4 = S3 can be ruled out, so

we assume Sn ~ Sn. Then F(U(n - 1) x £7(1)) = F(S„_i,F(T)) # 0. Similarly,

W ~ Sn and F(Sp(n - 1) x Sp(lj) = F(S„_i,F(T)) ¿ 0 if Y contains no {±2/0¿}.

By representation theory, the first case of Y is impossible, and in the last case

T = 2k{±9t}.
Finally, the case G = G(m) x G(n) is similar to the above ones. In summary,

we now have Yl(X) = 0($), or at least Yl'(X) = H'($) if G = 50(2m + 1) or
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SO(m) x SO(n), m or n odd. In these two cases the calculation of zero weight

multiplicity, namely dim F(T), will be done by means of the Z2-weight pattern, see

(D) below.

(D) Calculation of fip(X). For p ^ 2 the maximal Zp-torus Tp in T is also

maximal in G. Since no u G Q($) is p-divisible, Ylp(X) = Ylp($) \ Tp = fip($)

follows from Yl(X) = fi($). Henceforth, assume p = 2. (i) Let G = SO(n), n = 2m,

$ = AdG +kpn- By Proposition 3.9 the maximal rank isotropy types in 0(X) are

identical to 0(AdG) - {G}. The local representation of Gx = SO(n - 2) x 50(2)

is (Ad50(„-2) +p«-2 (8> p2 + 1). Let

(39)       T2 = {diag<e1,e2,...,£„);ei = ±l, n^ = l},        T^=T2nGx,

be a maximal Z2-torus in SO(n) (resp. Gx). It follows that

n2(X) \T¡2 = {(eiej); i < j < n - 2}

+ {(£j£„_i), (e»e„); i < n - 2} + fc{e¿; i < n}

= n'a(AdG +fcpn) I Ta-
Since n'2(X) is invariant under 1Y2 = N(T2)/T2 ~ S„, it follows that iî'2(X) =

n2($), F(!ft) = F(G) = 0, hence Q2(X) = fi2($). The case $ = 52p„ - 1 + kpn

is similar.  W ~ S„ acts on XT by reflections, and using 3.8 we find some Gx =

S[0(n -2) x 0(2)]. Then the same type of calculation can be repeated.

(ii) Let G = 50(n), n = 2m + 1, $ = AdG (or S2pn - 1) + fcp„.   Since the
50(2m) case is settled, we restrict X to 50(2m), and by ^-invariance of 02(X)

it is easily checked that f2'2(X) = n'2($). It remains to determine F(T) ~ 5r, or

equivalently, F(T2) ~z2 5d.

Let $ = AdG +fcpn. Then

dim X = r + #0' (X) = d + #iT2 (X)

= dim SO(n) + kn + d=>r = k + m + d.

Let 50(2m) (resp. 50(2m)') be the upper (resp. lower) standard imbedding into

50(2m + 1). By (i), F(50(2m)) = F(T2 n 50(2m)), implying

F(T2) = F(T2 n S0(2m)) n F(T2 n 50(2m)') = F(50(n)) = 0,

hence d = —1, r = k + m — lasin the model $.

Let $ = 52p„ - 1 + kpn. Consider the action of IY2 = Sn on F(T2). We claim

that Sn acts effectively as a group generated by reflections, and prove this as follows.

Consider the corank 2 subgroup T2 C T2 given by ex = e2 = e3, cf. (39). The

group ZG(T!¡)/T!¡ = 5[0(3)xO(l)"-3]/T^' ~ 50(3) acts on Y = F(T!¡) ~Z2 5d+3

with n2(Y) = {ex,e2,e3} and F(D2,Y) = F(T2) ~z2 Sd. Let S3 = N(D2)/D2

be the 2-Weyl group of 50(3). It is not difficult to see that F(50(2), Y) ¿ 0

and n'(Y) = Yl'(p3) or n'(52p3). From this we infer F(S3,F(T)) = F(50(3), Y),

and hence also F(Sn,F(T2)) = F(SO(n)) = 0. But Yl'(Y) = iT(p3) would imply

F(S3,F(T2)) = F(T2), and therefore F(Sn,F(T2)) = F(T2) = 0. However, this is

not consistent with the restricted weight patterns Q and Q2 of X | SO(2m). So

n'(Y) = n'(52p3), and then it is not difficult to see that S3 acts faithfully on F(T2)

as reflection group. Since n > 5, Sn acts faithfully on F(T2) as reflection group,

consequently
5-1 = F(S„,F(T2))~z25d-"+1,

and d = n — 2 as in the model $.
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NOTE. The above analysis also gives

F(S[0{lx) x 0(l2) x ■ ■ ■ x 0(lq)})

= F(ShxSl2x---xSlq,F(T2))~Z2Sn-2-*l>+«,

(iii) Finally, let G = 50(m) x 50(n), m,n odd, $ = pm <g> pn + fcpm + fc'p«,
F(T) ~Sr,r> 0. We must show r = k + k', Yl'2(X) = Yl'2($). Let T (resp. T2) be

the standard maximal torus (resp. 2-torus) of G.

Note first that F(T) = F(SO(m - 1) x 50(n - 1)) and the local representation

of SO(m -1) x SO(n - 1) is $i = pm_i ® pn-X + (k + l)pm_i + (k' + l)p„_i

(mod trivial). Moreover, the Z2-weight system

n2($i) = {(s^)} + (k + l){et} + (k' + l){e'i}

(e'i refers to the second factor SO(n))

is the restriction of n'2(X) obtained by putting em = e'n = 1. By 2-Weyl group

invariance of fi2(X), we must have 02(X) = n'2(3>).

Assume m > 5, n > 5. Then fl'2(X) n A2(G) = 0 and this can be shown to

imply F(T2) = F(G), e.g., using [9, Theorem (1.15)]. Therefore, Yl2(X) = fi2($)

and r = k + k' follows from counting dimensions. [The conclusion also holds for

n = 3 or m = 3 (or both), by a different method.]

(E) Determination of orbit types. Here we shall explain how the above results

on weight pattern, namely Q(X) = 0($), fip(X) = np(<ï>), can be used to show

0(X) = 0(V($)), where $ is one of the ten basic models of Table I, and X ~

SN = V($) as before.

First, since O'(X) is an invariant of Yl(X) (by the torus type algorithm, cf.

§3(B)), we have 0'(X) = 0'(V($)). In all cases $ = AdG +krpn, k > 0, it follows

from Lemma 3.5 (or directly from Table I) that the above collection consists of

those subtori ScTof "standard" type, that is,

Similar results hold for the maximal Zp-tori of isotropy groups.

Observe that F(G) always can be expressed either as F(T), F(W,F(T)), F(T2)

or F(W2,F(T2)), and W or W2 acts "nicely", cf. (B). If we had F(G) ¿ 0 (i.e.,

X ~ pt or / > 0), then 0(X) D 0(V($)) would follow by local linearity. However,

with X ~ SN and F(G) = 0 we still have F(H, X) / 0 for those maximal groups

in 0($) — {G} = 0(V ($)). From case by case considerations one checks that

Gx D H implies Gx = H, so again by local linearity, 0(X) D 0(V($)).

It remains to show 0(X) C 0(V($)). We shall discuss the cases of $ different

from #2, 3 or 10 in Table I. Let Gx be an isotropy group; its maximal torus is

of "standard" type, and so Gx = H C G(m) C G(n), where H has maximal

rank in G{m), cf. Theorem 2.2. Let us assume rki/ > 2. Now, the restriction

X | G(m) and X have weight pattern of same type (same number in Table I). Both

X | G(m) and V($) | G(m) belong to the category of G(m)-spaces described in

3.8, and their Cartan-Weyl actions have the same isotropy types (this is obvious if

G ^ 50(odd)). Hence, X and V($), restricted to G(m), have the same maximal

rank isotropy types. It follows that H G 0°($).

Now it is rather straightforward to show 0°(X) = 0°(V($)) implies 0(X) =

0(V(<Sf)). As an example, let G = SU(n), $ = AdG +kpn, and let G° = H c

SU(m), say H ^ 1 and 2 < m < n, m minimal.   Assume Gx ^ H and choose
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g GGX\H of prime order, and put K = (H, g). Then for some y G X

H CK C Gx C S[U(m) x U(n - m)] = Gy,

and F{K,X) = F(ZP,F(H,X)) ~Zp 5« since F(H) = F(WH,F(T)) ~z Sh. By

Corollary 3.3, for some Gz in the slice representation of Gy, Gz D K,G°Z — H. But

this slice representation is identical to the slice representation in the linear model,

in particular, the isotropy groups are connected. This contradiction shows Gx = H.

(F) Concluding remarks, (i) Model #10 in Table I, with k + k' = 0, is just the

isotropy representation of Grassman manifolds. The addition of standard copies

ipm or ipn causes no more difficulties than in the other models, roughly because this

model is also "stable" with respect to restriction to standard subgroups.

(ii) P. Yang [12] analyzes some of the cases corresponding to k = 0 in Table I.

5£7(n)-manifolds modeled after #2 in Table I are also discussed in [8, §3]. Techni-

cally, case #3 is somewhat similar to #2. We can make use of P. Yang's technique

to show that 0(X) D 0(A2pn) (resp. 0(S2pn)) also holds for k > 0. Then the

reverse inclusion is established as in (E).

(iii) As noted in Theorem B, for models #2 or 3 it may not be possible to describe

the cohomological structure of the fixed point sets F(H,X) in a nice uniform way.

We shall explain this as follows, choosing the model #2. Let H = Sp(/i) x • • • x

Sp(/q) G 0(A2pn + kpn), £/, = /< n/2, and hence Sp(l)' CflC Sp(Z) C
SU(2l) C SU(n). By working with X | S£7(2Z), the associated "Weyl group"

will be Si = JV(Sp(l)')/Sp(l)' acting on Y = F(Sp(l);) = F(T), where T is a

maximal torus of Sp(Z). Moreover, Si as abstract Coxeter group, still acts with

parabolic isotropy groups. However, Si does not act as a reflection group, but

rather by an action modeled after (S¡, Rí_1 ©R'-1), i.e., two copies of the canonical

representation. It is not too difficult to show

(41)        F(H,X) = F(Sh x---xSiq,Y) = F(Zh x ■ ■ ■ xZiq,Y) = F(cH,Y)

[cH = Coxeter element of WH C Si]. In particular, F(H,X) ~q F(H,V($)),
VÍ7 G 0(X) will hold in Theorem B if X is compact acyclic, say. In the sphere

case, X ~ SN, (41) implies x(F(H,X)) = k(cH) = 1 + (-1)N, where x (resp. A)
is the Euler characteristic (resp. Lefschetz number).

(iv) Consider the 2-parametric representation $ = d ■ AdG +kipn of G = SO(n),

SU(n) or Sp(n), d > 2. Then 0($) = 0(2 AdG) or 0(2AdG+ipn) for k = 0 or
k > 0, respectively, cf. 4.12. In the case k > 0 0($) can be calculated from the case

k = 0 simply by putting 3>„ = 2 AdG in Lemma 5.2. Now, with the weight pattern

Yl'(X) = f2'($), a G-manifold X must have orbit structure resembling that of $ to a

large extent (cf. 4.12(h) when rkG = 2); in fact, some special cases seem to indicate

that 0(X) = 0($) may hold quite generally, e.g., if X is compact. As an example,

let G = 5£7(n), X ~ SN, N + d(n - 1) = 0 (mod2). Similar to (41), F(G) =
F(WG,F{T)) = F(cG,F(T)), and hence X(F(G)) = A(cG) = 1 + (-1)^+^-1) =

2, 0(X) D 0($). As with Si in (iii), W = Sn will act on F(T) with parabolic
isotropy groups, so the maximal rank subfamily of 0(X) coincides with that of

0($), namely 0(AdG). Furthermore, the lower rank subfamily of 0(2 AdG +^77)

is also quite "regular" and easy to describe; in the present case these groups are

the "diagonal blocks" S[AkiU(lx) x Ak*U(l2) x • ■ •] c S[U(kxlx) x U(k2l2) x ■ • •].
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As in the case n = 3 (cf. proof of 4.11) we find that these are also the lower rank

types in 0(X).

(v) In conclusion, we point out that although linear actions $ are "classified",

their orbit structures are, with few exceptions, far from being reasonably well un-

derstood. In those few examples with known 0($), the weight pattern Yl($) is

quite simple. Roughly speaking, as the results of this paper have indicated, these

simple weight patterns in the nonlinear case are still sufficiently "strong" as far as

full control of 0(X) is concerned.
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